
Report of the Chief Planning Officer

NORTH AND EAST PLANS PANEL

Date: 5TH February 2015

Subject: Appeal by Mr Ahmed Al-Ani against the refusal of planning permission for a
single dwelling on land to the rear of 16 Park Avenue, Roundhay, Leeds, LS8 2JH

The appeal was allowed – Ref. 14/01805/FU

RECOMMENDATION:
Members are asked to note the following appeal.

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 The application was considered at Plans Panel on 21st August, 25th September and
23rd October 2014. Members resolved not to accept the officer recommendation that
planning permission be granted and resolved that planning permission be refused for
reasons relating to the development being out of character with the conservation
area.

2.0 ISSUE IDENTIFIED BY THE INSPECTOR

2.1 The main issue highlighted by the Inspector was whether the proposal would
preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the Roundhay Conservation
Area.

3.0 SUMMARY OF COMMENTS

3.1 The Inspector noted that the site is located in the rear garden of No.16 Park Avenue
which is a modern dwelling of significant size. In this respect No.16 plays a role in
defining the character of this area. The Inspector set out that although there are
some traditional houses including Victorian villas the surrounding area is more
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mixed in character including some newer properties. The original character has
altered over time with outbuildings converted to dwellings and new backland
development introduced.

3.2 The Inspector considered that the proposed house would align with the established
pattern of development. She also noted that the proposed house would be
considerably smaller than No.16 and that generous garden areas would be
provided.

3.3 Turning to the issue of design the Inspector noted the contemporary style of building
with a flat roof and modular form. She thought that the materials were of a high
quality and generally sympathetic to the area. She also set out that the design was
well thought out providing appropriate proportions and incorporating local
architectural references. In conclusion she thought the house would be sympathetic
to its surroundings, complement its setting and integrate well into the nearby
residential area.

3.4 With regard to others matters the Inspector concluded that there would be adequate
separation to and retention of trees, similarly good separation to the neighbouring
residences so as not to harm residential amenity, that local residents concerns
about drainage were unsubstantiated and that vehicular access was satisfactory.

4.0 DECISION

4.1 The appeal was allowed.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

5.1 It is clear that the Inspector considered that the house was well designed and that
contemporary design can be appropriate in conservation areas. The Inspector had
regard to the character of the area as it had evolved and in that context the key
aspects of design that the Inspector looked at included the form of the house, its
scale and proportions and the use of materials that are sympathetic to the locality.
Members and officers will have to regard to these factors when considering other
similar proposals.
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